The universal tendency in scanning probe microscopy (SPM) over the last two decades is to transition from simple 2D imaging to complex detection and spectroscopic imaging modes. The emergence of complex SPM engines brings forth the challenge of reliable data interpretation, i.e. conversion from detected signal to descriptors specific to tip-surface interactions and subsequently to materials properties. Here, we implemented a Bayesian inference approach for the analysis of the image formation mechanisms in band excitation (BE) SPM. Compared to the point estimates in classical functional fit approaches, Bayesian inference allows for the incorporation of extant knowledge of materials and probe behavior in the form of corresponding prior distribution and return the information on the material functionality in the form of readily interpretable posterior distributions. We note that in application of Bayesian methods, special care should be made for 1 vasudevanrk@ornl.gov 2 sergei2@ornl.gov
proper setting on the problem as model selection vs. establishing practical parameter equivalence.
We further explore the non-linear mechanical behaviors at topological defects in a classical ferroelectric material, PbTiO3. We observe the non-trivial evolution of Duffing resonance frequency and the nonlinearity of the sample surface, suggesting the presence of the hidden elements of domain structure. These observations suggest that the spectrum of anomalous behaviors at the ferroelectric domain walls can be significantly broader than previously believed and can extend to non-conventional mechanical properties in addition to static and microwave conductance.
Scanning probe microscopy techniques have emerged as one of the primary tools for exploring materials and devices on the nanometer, molecular, and atomic levels.1-7 Examples of structural imaging enabled by SPM include surfaces of metals,8-10 oxides,11, 12 semiconductors,13- 15 polymers, [16] [17] [18] and complex biological systems. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Equally broad is the spectrum of SPM applications for functional imaging, providing real space data on the electrical,24-26 magnetic, [27] [28] [29] [30] mechanical,31-33 ferroelectric,34-36 optoelectronic,37, 38 and other functional properties in broad range of materials systems.
The universal tendency in SPM imaging modes over the last two decades is to transition from simple 2D imaging to complex detection and spectroscopic imaging modes. The latter include the gamut of force-distance spectroscopies in atomic force microscopy (AFM),39 current spectroscopies in scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),40, 41 and complex time and voltage spectroscopies in piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM)42-44 and electrochemical strain microscopies. 45 These spectroscopies define the parameter space sampled at each spatial pixel during a SPM experiment, where the detection modes define the nature of the signal measured.
Their evolution is exemplified by the transition from simple lock-in and phase lock loop based detection schemes that yield a scalar response in each point of the parameter space, to more complex band excitation,46, 47 intermodulation,48 and G-Mode SPMs. [49] [50] [51] The proliferation of complex SPM engines brings forth the challenge of the reliable data interpretation, i.e. conversion from detected signal to descriptors specific to tip-surface interactions and subsequently to materials properties. In the band excitation (BE) family of SPM techniques, the analysis is traditionally based on the simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) fit of response amplitude and phase vs. frequency data.52 This fitting yields resonant frequency, amplitude, phase difference between drive and response, and quality factor that define the response and energy loss at the tip-surface junction. The introduction of BE allowed SPM to avoid the under determinedness of the tip dynamics inevitable in classical single frequency methods and enabled quantitative crosstalk free42 imaging. In turn, these parameters can be linked via contact mechanic models to the materials properties.
However, data analysis in BE until now relied exclusively on the SHO model. While examples of more complex dynamic behaviors are frequently observed, the analysis in terms of more complex models have been impractical. The reason for this is that while many non-linear models allow for approximate solutions of the frequency response, the model selection is an open challenge. Furthermore, functional fits of individual responses give rise to large uncertainties in fitting parameters, resulting in extremely high noise in output maps. Most importantly, the functional behaviors of the response can differ across the sample surface, precluding the use of single ad hoc-chosen model for analysis of hyperspectral data.
Here, we introduce an approach for quantification of basic BE data using Bayesian regression, allowing both for model selection and determination of model parameters. As natural for Bayesian methods, this allows for incorporation of the prior knowledge of the microscope and materials behavior. This approach yields the local point estimates of required responses, along with the posterior probabilities for parameter values. Here, we demonstrate this approach for comparison of SHO and Duffing model for low values of simulated nonlinearity, but note that a similar approach can be implemented using more complex parametric models or numerical solvers.
We further highlight its application to real experimental data captured in a ferroelectric system. The Bayesian approach for inference is based on the concepts of prior and posterior probabilities linked via Bayes formula:53, 54
Here D represents the data obtained during the experiment, ( | ) represents the likelihood that this data can be generated by the theory, e.g. given a choice of model i, and model parameters .
( ) is the prior, i.e the probability function for the model and model parameters. Finally, ( ) is the denominator that defines the total space of possible outcomes.
Note that despite the intrinsic elegance of Bayes approach and its transparent scientific meaning, its adoption by many scientific communities has been exceedingly slow. This happens for two primary reasons. First, evaluation of denominator in Eq. (1) requires very high dimensional integrals and become feasible for experimentally relevant distributions only in the last several years. Secondly, the choice of priors can be a contentious issue, unsurprisingly given that the vast majority of application to date has been concentrated in statistical, medical, and sociological communities where priors can be difficult to define. Interestingly, in the physics field, domain knowledge is sufficiently developed to provide meaningful priors, making the analysis via Eq. (1) well suited to typical scientific workflows. Notably, the unique strength of the Bayesian approach is that model selection can be incorporated as a part of the inference process. In this case, models can be drawn from a list of possible models with certain probability, and posterior distribution will update this probability to redefine model selection.
Here, we develop this framework for BE PFM, the technique for which data analysis pivots on the appropriate fit model selection. The data was acquired using an Oxford Instruments Cypher AFM integrated with LabView framework (see experimental section). As a model material system, we have chosen PbTiO3 films with a dense a-c domain structure, providing multiple topological defects and hence offering the potential for uncovering illusive physics present in the form of nonlinear responses.
The representative surface morphology is presented in Figure 1a showing topographical features as large as 30 nm. The corresponding BE PFM resonant frequency, phase, amplitude, and quality factor are shown in Figure 1 (b-e), respectively and demonstrate rich domain structure formed by the large-scale c+ and c-domain and near surface in-plane a-domain forming a clearly visible mesh-like structure. Note, the BE PFM images presented here were assembled using a traditional SHO fits. In the analysis presented here, we developed a Bayesian inference framework to further understand BE generated data. resonance frequency, c) phase, d) amplitude, and e) quality factor derived from SHO fits.
To perform the Bayesian fit of BE data, we develop Bayesian framework for models with known analytical (or approximate) solutions. Here, we consider two primary models, the simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) and Duffing model. Notably, the SHO model is a special case of the Duffing model; hence separation between the two is not a classification or model selection problem. Rather, it represents a practically equivalent case where the determination of a chosen parameter (specifically, nonlinearity) tends to zero.
The SHO model is defined by the equation ̈+̇+ = sin( ) where m is the oscillator mass, is damping coefficient, k is spring constant, and sin( ) is the periodic driving force. The SHO model has an analytical solution, where the frequency dependence of response is given by
where ω is the frequency, ωr is the resonant frequency, Q is the quality factor, and φ is the phase.
Previously, all analysis of the BE data was based on the direct, least-squares fit of Eq. (2) to the experimental data,42 with the fit parameters plotted as the maps as shown in Figure 1 . Note, in this manuscript we explicitly do not treat the phase of the response and will refer only to the amplitude.
In comparison, the Duffing model55 allows for the presence of cubic non-linearity in the tip-surface interactions, and is given by
where we denote the displacement from the equilibrium state as "u", effective "mass" of the oscillator as " " ( > 0), "c" is the damping coefficient, while "k" and " " are for linear and nonlinear stiffness coefficients respectively.
Depending on the sign and value of the cubic term, the Duffing model can rise to multiple regimes including chaotic oscillations, jumps, etc.56, 57 Here, we consider the case of small cubic term, where the approximate parametric solution for amplitude-frequency curve can be found assuming a quasi-harmonic approximation, ≈ sin( + ), as
where we introduced the following dimensionless parameters (3) is shown in Figure 2a for several values of driving force amplitude ̃.
To deconvolute the experimental results, we derived from the parametric Eq. (4) approximate analytical dependence for the amplitude-frequency curve
The approximate solution Eq. (5) Here, we utilized the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm to sample the distributions of model parameters of both models with the assumption that the measured response data can be modeled as noisy measurements of the form = + where the error η comes from a normal distribution with a variance of 2 , i.e. ~( , 2 ). Therefore, in addition to the model parameters, the data variance is also estimated. The priors for the two models are given in Table 1 . To illustrate the principle and performance of Bayesian regression, we perform analysis on simulated data varying the non-linearity and noise levels with parameters of both models chosen to be similar (i.e., to make distinguishability difficult). Shown in Figure 3 In contrast to standard least squares curve fitting, which provides only the point estimate of mean values and covariance, the Bayesian method allows us to obtain the full posterior densities.
For insight into how this process operates, we created a synthetic dataset using the Duffing equation where we varied both the degree of nonlinearity (̃) as well as the amount of noise. We kept the parameters ̃= 0.5,̃= 0.2 and varied ̃ linearly on the interval [0, 0.05], and varied the noise on the interval [0,1] to produce a 2D response map. Performing MH sampling results in posteriors that can be plotted as a function of noise (or lambda) in 2D form, as shown in Figure 4 .
It is clearly seen that the increasing noise causes spreading of the posterior densities (higher variance), as would be expected. Interestingly, the linearly increasing data variance is almost perfectly modeled in these maps. 
where there are S simulation draws. The calculation of the effective number of parameters pWAIC is given by summing the variance of the log likelihood, log ( | ) for each of the n datapoints available.
The difference between these two provides the WAIC. It should be emphasized that such metrics require the use of the traces acquired during the sampling and not just the point estimates to calculate (6) and (7) . Once the WAIC is calculated for both models the probability of the model p(M) is recovered via a Bayesian model averaging approach that utilizes pseudo-BMA using AICtype weighting as discussed in Ref. [61] .
The corresponding p(M) map for the 2D synthetic dataset is shown in Figure 5 . The Duffing model is preferred for all cases (probability p>0.5), but the distinguishability becomes more difficult in higher noise settings. As expected, the higher the nonlinearity, the more the Duffing model is preferred for a given noise level, although the effect is rather weak. This is probably due to the limited nonlinearity range explored in this simulation (analytical approximations will also break down beyond this level of ̃) . 
Experimental Results
We now turn to the use of this methodology to explore the experimental results presented in Figure 1 . Since full MCMC sampling is computationally expensive, we restrict ourselves to a small portion of the data cube, highlighted by the boxed region in Figure 6 should be noted that these cannot be compared directly because of the reduced units used;
nonetheless, qualitatively they look very similar. Finally, the estimate of the variance shows that the areas with higher signal (away from domain walls) actually have higher variance. This can be rationalized by observing that when signals are amplified by the quality factor of the cantilever, this does not cancel out all noiseindeed, some of the noise is also amplified, leading to this somewhat counterintuitive result that domain walls display lower variance than the actual domains themselves. Since the model was sampled with MCMC, we have access to the full traces and can plot posterior densities as in the simulated case. This provides more guidance on where such model point estimates are deemed reliable, and where the variance is very large (i.e., unreliable). Shown in Figure 7 (a) is the map of the nonlinearity parameter (repeat of Figure 6 (e)). A line profile is taken through the 15th row as indicated by the dashed line. We plot the 2D posterior density with the x-axis being along the line profile direction, and the y-axis indicating the weight of the posterior (i.e., essentially a histogram). It is observed that the nonlinearity parameter varies along this line, but more importantly, it is more strongly compressed in some areas (tighter distributions) and more spread out over others, where more uncertainty exists. The inferred variance in Figure 7 (c) also oscillates, agreeing with the domain structure as described earlier.
Model Selection
To observe where the SHO oscillator model may be insufficient to describe the measured response, we explored the locations where the nonlinearity |̃| > 0.07. These points are mapped onto the BE-PFM amplitude image in Figure 7(d) . We then computed the probability of the SHO model compared and the Duffing model for each red pixel in Figure 7 (d) and found that the Duffing model was preferred in all cases with weights generally over 0.99. A few selected locations with raw data, and Duffing and SHO mean estimates are shown in Figure 7 (e-g). Although it is somewhat difficult to make sense of the locations of these pixels, many appear on the left side of the domain wall, which may be due to the preferential depinning of the walls and known asymmetry of ferroelastic wall motion in these structures.62 To gain insight into possible origins of the non-linear mechanical properties in the ferroelectric film, we consider simplified model that couples one-component ferroelectric polarization P with elastic strain u: details). Note that we consider uncharged domain walls, which do not induce depolarization and local electric fields, so that ( , ) coincides with applied external field ( ). We further assume that the material is deep in a ferroelectric phase, = + , where the spontaneous polarization is enough high, and so piezoelectric reaction dominates over electrostriction response, | | ≫ | 2 |. Since the normal stresses are absent at the elastically free surface, the piezo-strain is ≈ in the region of BE-PFM response formation. We further assume that electrostriction contribution is negligibly small in comparison with effective piezoelectric coupling and soft mode nonlinearity. Also, we assume that the spatial dispersion has a characteristic period 0 in a Fourier space, and so we can estimate that acquires the form:
where ( ) = 2 ( ) − Even the simplified 1D analysis suggest that ferroelectric behavior can be an origin of mechanical non-linearity. In the vicinity of the domain walls, the wall deformation can be additional source of non-linear behavior; however, the numerical analysis in this case will require adaptation of the full 2-or 3D phase field codes and is outside of the scope of this work.
To summarize, here we implemented the Bayesian inference approach for the analysis of the image formation mechanisms in scanning probe microscopy. Compared to the point estimates in classical functional fit approaches, Bayesian inference allows to incorporate prior knowledge of materials and probe behavior in the form of corresponding prior distribution and return the information on the material functionality in the form of readily interpretable posterior distributions.
We note that in the application of Bayesian methods, special care should be taken for proper setting of the problem as model selection vs. determination of equivalence. The former problem corresponds to determination of model probability via well-established numerical criteria whereas the second necessitates operator-made definitions.
Using these the Bayesian inference approach allows exploration of non-linear behavior in classical ferroelectric PbTiO3 material. We observe the non-trivial evolution of Duffing resonance frequency and the nonlinearity of the sample surface, suggesting the presence of the hidden elements of domain structure. These observations suggest that the spectrum of anomalous behaviors at the ferroelectric domain walls can be significantly broader than believed previously and can extend to non-conventional mechanical properties in addition to static and microwave conductance. 67, 68 In the future, we aim to extend this approach to inferential analysis using direct numerical solutions. While too slow for practical use now, the incorporation of tabulated and machinelearning interpolations are potential venues for development.
Experimental Methods
As Here we denote the displacement from the equilibrium state as "u", effective "mass" of the oscillator as " " ( > 0), "c" is the damping coefficient, while "k" and " " are for linear and nonlinear stiffness coefficients respectively.
Dimensionless equation is
Where we introduced the following dimensionless parameters
The approximate solution for the small values of driving force amplitude and nonlinearity stiffness coefficient could be obtained via so called "two variable expansion method" [i], giving the relation between the amplitude of periodic solution, ≈ sin( + ) and the driving force frequency :
The comparison of the approximate expression (A.3) and the amplitude of the first harmonics of the numerical solution of Eq.(A.2a) is shown in Fig. S1 for the several values of driving force amplitude ̃. Let us try to drop higher order term ~̃2 4 in Eq.(A.4a):
The solution of Eq.(5a) is
4(̃− 1) 2 +̃2 ± √(4(̃− 1) 2 +̃2) 2 + 3(1 −̃)̃ ̃2
Only sign "+" matters:
The comparison of the "exact" graphical solution of Eq.(A.4a) with approximate solution (A.5b) is shown in Fig. S2 Posterior estimates from SHO and Duffing models in Fig. 3(c,d) . Recall that here we are fitting only to the Duffing cure in Fig. 3(a) . The means and standard deviation are calculated from traces acquired during Metropolis sampling.
Parameter estimates (mean, standard deviation)
Ground Truth Duffing (Fig.3a) [̃,,̃, 2 ] 3 ( 3 = 0) = 0, ( 3 = ℎ) = 0.
(B.1)
Here is the mass density, ij is a stress tensor. In the limit of semi-infinite ferroic, the boundary condition ( 3 = ℎ) = 0 is substituted by the condition of stress absence. The time-dependent term 2 2 is very small for excitation pulses at frequency  much smaller than the characteristic frequencies of acoustic phonons, a, but otherwise it should be accounted for. For instance, it can be reasonable to account for this derivative for e.g. domain wall oscillations.
Assuming that the electromechanical coupling in a considered ferroic is described by an LGD thermodynamic potential:
Polarization components obey nonlinear dynamic equation of e.g.
LGD type [ii]: Eq.(B.6) is an equation in partial derivatives, it is much more complex than the ordinary differential Duffing equation (A.1), and so let us make several simplifying assumptions to establish correlations between them. Let us regard that the electrostriction contribution is negligibly small in comparison with effective piezoelectric coupling and soft mode nonlinearity, i.e. let us neglect 2 . Let us put = 0 for the second order phase transition FE. Also, we assume that the spatial dispersion has a characteristic period 0 in a Fourier space, and so we can estimate that 
